
 
 1.6 (Saad Alghamdi) Manga, anyone? Here is another good example of how a student’s 
unique skill set can result in unique ways of re-presenting the field. Like the preceding 
example, this is also a play by play by an architecture student, focusing on everyone’s 
location and activity. He starts with a legend that serves to both help him identify the gorillas 
he’s watching and ground his report in a script-like fashion by introducing the cast of 
characters. The student then moves to a stunning, graphic portrayal of some of the scenes he 
witnessed. There is a weight, a heft to his choice of illustration technique that is 
phenomenally appropriate.  
 
From his original line drawings in the field to these computer-rendered images, creating 
images of what we observe helps us capture information that cannot be easily conveyed 
otherwise.  It also helps us understand our subjects better. Drawing – with or without 
computer assistance – is a special way to engage and comprehend what one sees in the field. 
Over subsequent exercises, the student’s renderings continued to improve, too, better 
capturing the gorillas’ gestures and intent with each subsequent exercise. One could see that 
his illustrations not only reflected but also helped to produce the student’s increasing 
knowledge of the gorillas and their environment. 
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Location: Regenstein Center for African Apes 
Time: 10:10 am. 
 
Latin Name: Gorilla gorilla gorilla 
Class: Mammals 
Order: Primates 
 
 
 
 

Kwan 
Born: March 1, 1989 
Kwan is the large, lanky silverback of the group. He is attentive 
and does well in training sessions with keepers.  
 
 
 
 
Rollie 
Born: October 3, 1996   
Rollie is a standout participant in the cognitive-research program at 
the zoo, and is one of the most enthusiastic foragers for food 
spread throughout the exhibit.  
 
 
 
 
Bahati 
Born: September 20, 1990 
Bahati is a confident and assertive gorilla. She is a clever strategist 
in the group. 
 
 
 
 
 
Bana 
Born: March 5, 1995 
Bana is very observant and has a calm demeanor. She has long, 
fluffy hair and tall, robust physique.  

 
 

 
 
 



 
At the beginning, it was easy for me to recognize Kwan, however, I could not identify 

Rollie, Bahati and Bana as a first time. For that, I have recognized them by letters (A), 

(B), and (C). First when I arrived, it seemed that all Gorillas were at the indoor room. 

There were three of them. Kwan was 

sitting on the ground eating carrot and 

lettuce. The other female gorillas (A & 

B) were sitting on the top of shed. At 

that time they were eating. After five 

minutes, the third gorilla (C) appeared 

from the top and started eating. Then (A) 

started staring down on Kwan. Immediately, Kwan moved to the left side of the room 

then laid on his stomach and picked a bunch of lettuce and start eating again around 

10:18 am. 

 

At 10:19 am, gorilla (A) hid on the back of the upper shed then (C) followed her. After 

two minutes, (B) went down away from Kwan on the back, and started playing with the 

ice enrichment for about two minutes then she climbed on a tree. At that time, Kwan 

moved under the same tree. The female gorilla (A) appeared again and laid on a swing. 

Kwan moved toward me while I am observing him. When I have changed my location, 

he gave me his back! Then he started drinking water from another ice enrichment (Frozen 

treat) under the tree.  

 

At 10:26 am, gorilla (B) was eating, and 

(C) appeared and started moving around. 

After two minutes, gorilla (A) moved 

from the swing and let (C) take her place. 

After while, (B) hid on the back and 

Kwan was still drinking water. At 10:32 

am, gorilla (C) moved to another swing 

and (A) took her place laid on the swing. Gorilla (B) went down and Kwan moved to the 



far left side of the room away from her. He was facing a small caged window looking 

into their inside enclosed space. After that, gorilla (C) went down into the ground from 

the swing at the back wall and start washing her body from another ice enrichment. Kwan 

moved back to the right side and laid his back on a stump stool. At 10:37, gorilla (B) 

went to the top shad and start eating for about three to four minutes. At that time, Kwan 

was staring on people for a while then he laid on his stomach with a bunch of lettuce on 

his hand. Gorilla (A) move up into the shad top and started eating lettuce. Gorilla (C) was 

still playing with the ice enrichment.  

 

At 10:42 am, (B) laid on her back and (A) started playing with a hanging rope. At that 

time, Kwan changed his position and started staring on people.  After two minutes, he 

started eating lettuce, and gorilla (C) stopped playing with the water and went to the 

outdoor space and set in between artificial bamboo’s brushwood, and A was observing 

from the top shad. Kwan caught a suspended rope while laying his back on the stump 

stool. From time to time, he was 

looking at people. At 10:49 am, gorilla 

(A) jumped into the upper swing and 

laid down for about three minutes then 

she took gorilla (B) place on the top 

shed and laid on her back. Gorilla (B) 

hid on the backside of the shed. At 

10:53 am, (C) went inside and started 

drinking water for about eight minutes, she looks very thirsty! After that she went outside 

again for just few seconds then back again to the back ice enrichment and started 

drinking water. Kwan was playing with his ice enrichment and the rope. Gorilla (B) 

appeared from the top shed, and then Kwan laid on his stomach. Gorilla (C) was still 

drinking water and moving from ice enrichment to another, when she saw Kwan start 

moving, she seemed a bit tense and went back. It was obvious that Kwan is the dominant 

for the ground space! Kwan took a new position on top of the stump stool and start 

eating! 
 







 




